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A secure file transfer landing page for every Bracket user
Give your personalized share link to anyone you trust so they can safely share files when they need to

Included with Bracket is our encrypted file transfer service, Bracket Share. This gives users their own personalized file 

transfer page with a simple URL they can give to anyone. When files and messages are shared, the recipient is notified and 

the message is added to their Bracket inbox with the files attached, just like a regular Bracket message.

Keep reading to see how specific industries can benefit  �

Share

Send a secure message to

Ryan Kaplan
Production Partner

Crestia Morgtage Group

� Add files

Message:

Your email:

Send

�

� +

� � �� https://bracket.email/rkaplan

Bracket

�

Your custom profile

Establish visual trust so 

your contacts know where 

their files are going.  

�

Personal share link

Make a share link that fits 

you, so it’s easy for 

contacts to recognize and 

remember. 

�

Abuse prevention

Shares are validated via 

email with Bracket's inbox 

authentication to block 

unwanted senders. 

�

20 1GB files per share

Share as many as 20 huge 

files at once without 

worrying about storage 

limits. 
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Legal Industry
Law firms which adopt Bracket Share Secure File Transfer differentiate themselves with 

a highly secure, yet user-friendly client experience, resulting in increased productivity 

while demonstrating tangible evidence of trustworthiness.
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� � �� https://bracket.email/legaleaglelaw

Bracket

Share

Send a secure message to

William Matheson
Senior Partner

Legal Eagle Law Offices

dashcam-video.mp4
(485.6 MB)� �

NV State Trooper Report.pdf
(8.17 MB)� �

� Add more files

lucas58390@joonoe.com

Please see the attached documents related 
to our upcoming trial. I wanted to be sure 
these were in your hands this week so we 
had enough time to prepare. Let me know if 
you need anything else before the deadline.

Send

Bracket Share’s custom link feature lets legal
workers and their clients share sensitive messages

and files anytime from any web browser!
KEY ADVANTAGES:

Streamlines information exchange
Bracket Share’s secure and rapid large file transfer 

features empower legal staff and their clients to 

securely share files as large as 1GB in size (add up to 

20 per message) without clogging up their inboxes.

Proof of file receipt
Bracket provides proof of delivery and prevents false 

claims of non-delivery.

Reputation management
Bracket enables law firms to build a reputation of 

trust and security so that clients feel confident 

sharing sensitive information electronically and 

attorney-client privilege is never at risk.

EXAMPLE:

1. Lawyer directs client to his Bracket Share Link to send sensitive 

evidence related to his case

2. Files are uploaded, scanned for threats, and encrypted

3. Sender is verified for authenticity and files are sent

4. Lawyer is instantly notified via email with secure, expiring sign 

in button to view/reply to encrypted message and files with one 

click

5. Encrypted files and conversation are available for 1 year
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Healthcare
Healthcare organizations that adopt Bracket Share Secure File Transfer provide a 

better overall patient experience while establishing a reputation of trust with patients, 

pharmacies, insurance companies, other healthcare agencies and more.

KEY ADVANTAGES:

HIPAA compliant
Bracket Share uses military-grade AES256 encryp-

tion to exceed HIPAA compliance requirements.

Rapid delivery and updates
Realtime conversation updates reduce lag in critical 

discussions when every second is important.

Send large x-ray or scan files
Bracket Share can handle 1GB files (up to 20 per 

message), drastically reducing inbox bloat.

Timestamped for accuracy
Detailed activity logs let you easily see if (and when) 

recipients viewed/downloaded shared files.

EXAMPLE:

1. Researcher gives his Bracket Share link to a collegue for sending 

large test result files related to clinical trials

2. Files are uploaded, scanned for threats, and encrypted

3. Sender is verified for authenticity and files are sent

4. Researcher is instantly notified via email with secure, expiring 

sign in button to view/reply to encrypted message and files with 

one click

5. Encrypted files and conversation are available for 1 year
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� � �� https://bracket.email/henrybryant

Bracket

Share

Send a secure message to

Dr. Henry Bryant
Clinical Development

BioPharm Research, Inc.

P629 MRI sets (updated).zip
(982 MB)� �

P629 analysis (updated).doc
(8.17 MB)� �

� Add more files

julian.vess@imagemed360.com

The scans from today... particularly 
concerned with apparent growth in 
quadrant four. Need to compare with P631 
(which seems to be having the opposite 
effect) and get back to me ASAP.  -J

Send

Bracket Share’s custom link feature lets
health professionals and patients securely share

vital data anytime from any web browser!
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Financial
Financial services companies which integrate Bracket Share Secure File Transfer with-

their workflow reduce frustration with a smoother, more seamless client experience, 

increased productivity, and lower costs while building trust that lasts a lifetime.

KEY ADVANTAGES:

Satisfies financial regulatory compliance
Bracket Share ensures regulatory compliance with 

Sarbanes-Oxley, FINRA, the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act 

(U.S.) and other privacy and security legislation.

Strengthens brand trust and loyalty
It’s important for recipients see a face and name they 

recognize and trust. Bracket Share notifications can 

be customized with your personal profile, logo, and 

other company details.   

Easy to use for any customer
Even your grandma can use Bracket Share. There's 

nothing to install and no account creation. Just go to 

the link and upload files to share.

EXAMPLE:

1. Bank tells customer to send photos of reciepts for fradulent 

charges claim via Bracket Share Link

2. Files are uploaded, scanned for threats, and encrypted

3. Sender is verified for authenticity and files are sent

4. Fraud Prevention agent is instantly notified via email with 

secure, expiring sign in button to view/reply to encrypted message 

and files with one click

5. Encrypted files and conversation are available for 1 year
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� � �� https://bracket.email/acubromero

Bracket

Share

Send a secure message to

Brandie Romero
Fraud Prevention

Aspirion Credit Union

IMG_2345.jpg
(3.6 MB)� �

IMG_2346.jpg
(3.2 MB)� �

� Add more files

marionhall1973@yappidyhoo.com

Thanks for the help Brandie! I can send more 
pictures if you need them... there’s A LOT! 
What’s frustrating is that these looked so 
legit that we didn’t think there was a 
problem. Please help us get this fixed!

Send

Bracket Share’s custom link feature lets
financial services and their clients safely share files

and messages anytime from any browser!
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Car Dealer
Automotive dealerships using Bracket Share Secure File Transfer speed up the process 

of reviewing sensitive files and documents essential to loan approval. Bracket Share is 

designed to simplify the encrypted file transfer experience for buyers and sellers alike.

KEY ADVANTAGES:

More efficiency, zero maintenance
As a cloud-based solution, Bracket Share provides 

significant cost savings compared to other options, 

which are expensive to implement and maintain.

Instant notifications bring speedier sales
Bracket Share quickly notifies you when someone 

securely shares a file, so the car buying process 

moves down the road fast with no tedious delays or 

breakdowns in communication.

Sender verification
When someone uploads files to Bracket Share we 

verify that they’re really who they say they are, 

protecting both the buyer and seller from fraud.

EXAMPLE:

1. Car salesman sends a buyer to his Bracket Share Link to send 

sensitive insurance and drivers license docs

2. Files are uploaded, scanned for threats, and encrypted

3. Sender is verified for authenticity and files are sent

4. Sales associate is instantly notified via email with secure, 

expiring sign in button to view/reply to encrypted message and 

files with one click

6. Encrypted files and conversation are available for 1 year
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� � �� https://bracket.email/overdrivesales

Bracket

Share

Send a secure message to

Luiz Cortez
Sales Associate

Overdrive Automotive

valid-drivers-license.png
(2.6 MB)� �

proof-of-insurance-statement.pdf
(12.8 MB)� �

� Add more files

luv2drive66@geewhizmail.com

Dude, that’s AWESOME that I can drive 
home completely titled and tagged! Here’s 
all the stuff you asked me for. SO STOKED!!! 

See you in a couple of hours!

Send

Bracket Share’s custom link feature lets
car buyers and sellers securely share documents

and files anytime from any web browser!
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Mortgage and Real Estate
Mortgage and Real Estate teams who use Bracket Share Secure File Transfer will leave 

a lasting impression with their clients by providing a seamless, highly secure, yet 

user-friendly file transfer experience from contract to closing and everything between.

KEY ADVANTAGES:

Share as many as 20 large files at once
Bracket Share empowers Mortgage and Real Estate 

professionals and their clients to securely share files 

as large as 1GB in size... up to 20 files per share.

Keep up when it’s crunch time
Time is of the essence when buying or selling a home  

or working with fluctuating interest rates. Bracket 

Share’s email notifications reduce conversation lag 

and alleviate stress during time-sensitive deals.

Instills trust and confidence
Personalized email notifications and share pages 

give a sense of familiarity, so clients know their 

sensitive documents are going to the right person.

EXAMPLE:

1. Home buyer clicks Bracket Share Link in Loan Officer’s email 

signature to share files for loan application

2. Files are uploaded, scanned for threats, and encrypted

3. Sender is verified for authenticity and files are sent

4. Loan Officer is instantly notified via email with secure, expiring 

sign in button to view/reply to encrypted message and files with 

one click

6. Encrypted files and conversation are available for 1 year
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� � �� https://bracket.email/bettervueviv

Bracket

Share

Send a secure message to

Vivian Day
Mortgage Loan Officer
Better Vue Homes, Inc.

W2 records 2017-2020
(5.39 MB)� �

Paystubs 2018-2020.pdf
(16.1 MB)� �

� Add more files

ron_k_watson@aye-oh-elle.com

Wow just click the link? Almost too easy! :)

I’m sending my paystubs from the last two 
years and W2’s from the last three. Holler if 
you need anything else.

Send

Bracket Share’s custom link feature lets real estate
professionals and their clients safely share files

and messages anytime from any browser!
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